UNIT 14 VOCABULARY

14A Activity 1
bathtub a container large enough for someone to sit in and take a bath
bookcase a piece of furniture with shelves to hold books
closet a small room or space in a wall where you can store things
cushion a soft pillow that you sit or lie on
dishwasher a machine that washes dishes
living room the main room of a house, where you can relax, watch TV, etc.
mirror a piece of flat glass that you can see yourself in
modern existing in the present or recent time
refrigerator a large piece of equipment for keeping food cold
rug a piece of thick cloth for covering part of the floor
stove a piece of kitchen equipment on which you cook food in pots and pans
traditional following ideas, methods, etc., that have been established for a long time

14A Activity 2
air conditioning machines that make the air of a room or building stay cool
balcony a narrow floor that is attached to the outside of a building above the ground
fireplace the open place in a wall of a room where you can burn wood to heat it
garden the part of someone’s land used for growing flowers, vegetables, etc.
spacious having a lot of space
yard the land around a house

14B Activity 1
barbecue a party where food is cooked and eaten outdoors
cabin a small house made of wood
contrast a large difference between two things
efficiently working well and quickly, without wasting time
keep ..... company to stay with someone so he/she doesn’t feel lonely
motor home a large vehicle with beds, a kitchen, etc., used for travelling
nature things that are not controlled by humans, such as plants and animals
on your own alone
regret sadness you feel about something in the past you wish had not happened
sunset a colorful sky when the day is ending and the sun is going down

14B Activity 2
basement a room of a house under the level of the ground
first floor the floor of a building that is at ground level
roommate someone with whom you share a room, an apartment or house
suburb an area away from the centre of the city, but still part of it

14B Activity 3
detail a single fact or piece of information
succeed to do well